
   
      
         "Wine is the most civilized thing in the world."

         - Ernest Hemingway

      

      

      
   	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	




      

         Welcome to Borrelli Wines!
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                This jQuery slider was created with the free EasyRotator software from DWUser.com.

 Use WordPress? The free EasyRotator for WordPress plugin lets you create beautiful WordPress sliders in seconds.
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               Rotator powered by EasyRotator, a free and easy jQuery slider builder from DWUser.com. Please enable JavaScript to view.

               
            

         

         

          

            Hello, here you will find everything we have to offer; if you have any questions or comments, email us at borrelliwines@gmail.com or feel free to call us at 519-977-1696. Hope to see you soon!


         
         Borrelli Wines Hours
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         	Monday - Saturday	Open, 10am - 4pm
	Sunday	Closed
	Please call (519) 977-1696 to schedule an appointment.



         


         
         Come in Today!
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         Lodi, California
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            The Lodi Appellation is a federally designated American Viticulture Area recognized for the distinctive quality of its wines. Located directly east of San Francisco at the edge of the Sacramento River Delta, the Lodi appellation is noted for its classic Mediterranean climate and its distinctive sandy soils that provide the perfect environment for the production of world-class wines.



         Cooking with Cathy!
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    We are a proud sponsor of "Cooking with Cathy"! It is a 30 minute cable television program taped in Shelby Township, Michigan in the northern Detroit suburbs. The program centers on preparing traditional and more modern Italian cooking with some other Mediterranean cuisine mixed in. Hosted by suburban housewife, Cathy Lentine, she brings generations of family tradition in the kitchen and a wonderful personality as she welcomes her viewers into her home to learn how to prepare these popular dishes and learn the history of the meals and more efficient ways to cook them.


         
            
               Click here to see our episode of "Cooking with Cathy"!
            

            
               
            


         

         Borrelli Gourmet Foods
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    Borrelli Wines Ltd. is the sister company of Borrelli Gourmet Foods! In 1952 Luigi Borrelli opened a grocery store in Windsor, Ontario Canada and laid the foundation for what is currently a family owned and operated food distribution business focusing on the importing and exporting of quality food items. Today the Borrelli line consists of more than 100 products sold to over a dozen states in the United States and they are continuing to grow, providing grocery stores and families with a “True Italian Taste.”
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               Borrelli Wines Ltd. 910 Howard Ave. (at Niagara, not Erie) 
 Windsor ON, Canada N9A 1S5

               Phone: 519-977-1696 Email: borrelliwines@gmail.com
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